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Multirobot Cooperative Learning for
Predator Avoidance
Hung Manh La, Member, IEEE, Ronny Lim, and Weihua Sheng, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— Multirobot collaboration has great potentials in
tasks, such as reconnaissance and surveillance. In this paper,
we propose a multirobot system that integrates reinforcement
learning and flocking control to allow robots to learn collaboratively to avoid predator/enemy. Our system can conduct
concurrent learning in a distributed fashion as well as generate
efficient combination of high-level behaviors (discrete states and
actions) and low-level behaviors (continuous states and actions)
for multirobot cooperation. In addition, the combination of
reinforcement learning and flocking control enables multirobot
networks to learn how to avoid predators while maintaining
network topology and connectivity. The convergence and scalability of the proposed system are investigated. Simulations and
experiments are performed to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed system.
Index Terms— Flocking control, hybrid system, multirobot
systems, reinforcement learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION

C

OOPERATIVE learning and control in multirobot
systems [1], [2] has been attracting growing interest
since robot teams have great potentials in tasks, such as
reconnaissance, surveillance, and security [3], [4]. When a
team of robots is deployed to conduct surveillance, the enemy
may react to attack the robot team to disrupt its operation.
In this scenario, the robot team should have the ability to
deal with the enemy. It is desirable that the robot team can
avoid the enemy while maintaining the network topology
and connectivity. Biology tells us that there is an effective
antipredator function in animal aggregations [5]–[7], where
the fish schools or bird flocks move together to create a
sensory overload on the predator’s visual channel (Fig. 1).
Our paper focuses on the distributed decision making problem,
where each individual robot has a number of options (safe
places) to move to when predators appear. Often in these decisions, there is a benefit for consensus, where all individuals
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Fig. 1. Predator and a school of fish (source: www.eversoblue.blogspot.com).

choose the same safe place. However, the consensus methods
[8]–[10] usually require a connected network in which all
robots can communicate with each other. This may not be valid
in real environments because some robots may not connect to
the network during the escape. In this case, the consensus
algorithms will fail. Therefore, in this paper, we are interested
in the problem of reaching consensus even when some robots
cannot connect to the network sometimes, but they could
learn from experience to make right decisions. Our method
is based on a novel combination of flocking control [11] and
reinforcement learning [4], [12]–[14].
Flocking control for multiple mobile agents studied in [11]
and [15]–[17] was inspired by the natural phenomena of bird
flocks and fish schools [18]. Basically, the flocking control
law is designed based on three basic flocking rules proposed
in [18]: flock centering (agents try to stay close to nearby
flockmates), collision avoidance (agents try to avoid collision
with nearby flockmates), and velocity matching (agents try to
match their velocity with nearby flockmates). The problems of
flocking have also attracted many researchers in physics [19],
[20], mathematics [21], biology [22], and especially control
science in recent years [11], [23]–[25].
In recent years, machine learning techniques, such as
reinforcement learning, have been developed for multirobot
systems that allow robots to learn cooperation [14], [26].
However, traditional reinforcement learning assumes discrete
and finite state/action spaces; therefore, it is difficult to directly
apply reinforcement learning to most real-world applications
that inherently involve with continuous space. Furthermore,
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even if the states can be discretized, the learned behaviors are
still discrete. In addition, the switching of discrete behaviors
usually causes the control of the robots to become nonsmooth
that is undesirable in most applications. To tackle these
issues, several methods have been proposed to make the
reinforcement learning work in continuous environments. The
common approach is to use a function approximator to learn
a value function, and there are several examples of successful
applications [27]–[31]. In this paper, instead of following
such a common approach, we try to combine reinforcement
learning and flocking control to create a hybrid system. Our
new framework allows the proposed system to:
1) generate efficient combination of high-level behaviors
(discrete states and actions) and low-level behaviors (continuous states and actions) for multirobot
cooperation;
2) coordinate the concurrent learning process in a distributed fashion.
Part of this paper has been published in [32]. The rest of this
paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the flocking
control algorithm. Section III describes a general framework to
enable cooperative learning. Section IV presents the model of
multirobot learning and then proposes a cooperative learning
algorithm. Section V analyzes the convergence of the proposed
learning algorithm. Section VI shows the simulation and
experiment results. Finally, the conclusion and future work
of this paper are given in Section VII.
II. F LOCKING C ONTROL A LGORITHM
To describe a dynamic topology of an n-robot team, we
consider an information graph G(V , E) consisting of a vertex
set V = {1, 2, . . . , n} and an edge set E = {(i, j ) :
i, j ∈ V , i = j }. In G, each robot is presented by a vertex
and each edge denotes the communication link between two
members/robots.
Let pi , v i ∈ 2 denote the position and velocity vectors
of the i th robot. For simplicity, the kinematic motion of each
robot is modeled as a particle

ṗi = v i
(1)
v̇ i = ui , i = 1, 2, . . . , n
where ui is the control input vector of robot i th. Equation (1)
can be used to model mobile robots that have omni-directional
motion capability, such as the Rovio mobile robots [33].
We define an actual neighborhood set of robot i at time t
as follows:
Nia (t) = { j ∈ V :  p j − pi  ≤ ra , j = i }

(2)

where ra is an active range and . is the Euclidean distance.
The superscript a indicates the actual neighbors of robot i
that is used to distinguish with virtual neighbors in the case
of obstacle avoidance. The set of virtual neighbors of robot i
at time t with K obstacles is defined as


Niv (t) = k ∈ V o :  pik − pi  ≤ ro , V o = {1, 2, . . . , K }
(3)
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where ro is the obstacle detection range. V o is a set of
obstacles. pik is the position of robot i projecting on the kth
obstacle. For convenience from now on we just use Nia and Niv
by dropping t. The virtual neighbors are used to generate the
repulsive force to push the robots away from the obstacles.
The moving obstacles are considered as the predators.
Robots in the team will work together with neighbors
to form a certain geometry formation (e.g., quasi lattice
formation) while avoiding collision with each other and static/moving obstacles. The distributed flocking control law ui
for each robot is introduced [11], [15] consisting of three
f
terms: formation control f i , obstacle avoidance f oi , and
n
navigation f i , namely
f

f

where f i = c1a



ui = f i + f oi + f ni
j ∈Nia

(4)

φa ( p j − pi σ )n i j + c2a



j ∈Nia

ai j ( p)

(v j − v i ), here φa (.) is a pair-wise attractive/repulsive
action function to allow robots to maintain a certain distance with its 
neighbors. The σ -norm, .σ , defined as
xσ = 1/[ 1 + x2 − 1] with  > 0, unlike
the Euclidean
 norm z, is differentiableeverywhere.
f oi = c1o j ∈N v φo ( pik − p j σ )n ik + c2o j ∈N v bik ( p)
i
i
(v ik − v j ), here φo (.) is a repulsive action function to allow
robots to avoid obstacles. n i j and n ik are vectors along the
line connecting p j to p j and pik to pi , respectively. Matrices
A = [ai j ] and B = [bik ] are the adjacency matrices defined
by graph G [34].
To allow all robots to move together and track a virtual
leader (static/moving target or safe place), the negative feedback function f ni is defined as
f ni = −c1t ( pi − pt ) − c2t (v i − v t )
−c1l ( p̄(N a ∪{i}) − pt ) − c2l (v̄ (Nia ∪{i}) − v t )
i

where c1t , c2t , c1l , and c2l are positive
( p̄(N a ∪{i}) , v̄ (Nia ∪{i}) ) is defined as
i
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ p̄(N a ∪{i}) =
i

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩v̄ (Nia ∪{i}) =

1
|Nia ∪{i}|
1
|Nia ∪{i}|

constants. The pair

|Nia ∪{i}|



pi

i=1

|Nia ∪{i}|



vi

i=1

where |Nia ∪ {i }| is the number of agents in agent i ’s local
neighborhood, including agent i itself. pt and v t are position,
and velocity of the moving target.
The result of the flocking control of multirobot based on
algorithm (4) is shown in Fig. 2.
III. S YSTEM I NTEGRATION OF F LOCKING C ONTROL
AND R EINFORCEMENT L EARNING
In this section, we build a framework of cooperative learning
for multirobot cooperation based on flocking control and
reinforcement learning. In this framework our goals are to:
1) allow the robots to learn with continuous states and
actions;
2) coordinate the concurrent learning process to generate
an efficient control policy in a distributed fashion.
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as follows:
ṗt = v t
v̇ t = f t ( pt , v t ).

Fig. 2. Multiple robots flock together to track a target moving in a sine wave
trajectory based on the flocking control algorithm (4) [15].

(5)

In this paper, we only consider a stationary target (a fixed
point or safe place). Then, pt and v t are considered to be
constant vectors. When the predator is detected, several safe
places ( pt1 , pt2 , . . . , pt N , N ∈ Z ) are generated by the prey.
These safe places are generated based on the moving direction
of the predator to maximize the escaping probability.
The flocking controller also allows the robots to avoid
the predators based on a repulsive force generated from an
artificial potential field induced by the predators. However,
this repulsive force usually breaks up the network. Therefore,
we need to combine both flocking control and reinforcement
learning so that they can avoid the predators while maintaining
network formation (topology) and connectivity.
The reinforcement learning module that works in a discrete
space, is the key to the controller. The goal is to agree on one
of the safe places for the flocking controller. By retrieving the
states (after they are discretized) and the rewards, the reinforcement learning module finds the appropriate safe place so
that the network topology and connectivity can be maintained.
Our framework is valid in real situations when the predators
continuously attack the prey network. Since all robots in a
cooperative multirobot system can influence each other, it
is important to ensure that the actions are selected by the
individual robots resulting in effective decisions for the whole
group.
IV. M ODELING AND C OOPERATIVE
L EARNING A LGORITHM
In this section, we build a model of multirobot learning and
then develop the cooperative learning algorithm.
A. Model of Multirobot Learning

Fig. 3. Hybrid system for reinforcement learning and flocking control in a
multirobot domain.

With regard to the limitation of discrete and finite space,
we propose a hybrid system of reinforcement learning in a
discrete space and flocking controller in a continuous space
as shown in Fig. 3. This control architecture has two main
parts, the reinforcement learning module (high level) and the
flocking controller module (low level).
The flocking controller (4), which works in a continuous space, is the network controller that controls all robots
to move together without collision and track a stationary
or moving target. In general, the target ( pt , v t ) is defined

The multirobot learning problem can be shown in Fig. 4.
In this figure, the robots learn to make the same decision, i.e.,
selecting the same safe place to escape, so that the network
will not break up, and the network topology and connectivity
can be maintained. Based on the moving direction of the
predator, the safe places are realtimely generated by the prey
network. The prey will keep escaping as long as the predator
is keeping attacking.
When the predators attack the prey network, they try to
strike the center of the network. This behavior of the predators
is usually adopted in existing works [35] and [36]. Usually
such attacks will cause the prey network to break up. As a
result, the prey will not flock or move together. This is one
of the reasons that the prey have to learn in a cooperative
fashion so that they can agree on the same safe place to escape
the predators [5]. Therefore, we model the prey or robots as
follows.
1) Initially, all robots flock together in free space and form
an α-lattice formation (Fig. 2) based on the distributed
flocking control algorithm (4).
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Fig. 6. Four safe places are generated based on the moving direction of the
predator.

Fig. 4.

Illustration of the safe places to choose.

Fig. 5. Illustration of the predator and prey detection ranges. R1 is the active
range of the robot (prey), R2 is the predator detection range, and R p is the
prey detection range.

2) If the predators come into the detection range (R2 ), the
robot can sense the location of the predators. The robot
will learn and select one of the safe places to move to
(Fig. 5).
3) If the predators come into the risk area (R1 ), the robot
will move away based on the repulsive force via the
function f oi as mentioned in (4). Here, we can set R1
equal to ro , as defined in Section II.
B. Cooperative Learning Algorithm
In this section, we present a cooperative reinforcement
learning algorithm based on Q-learning, which is based on an
action-value function that gives the expected utility of taking
a given action in a given state. When such an action-value
function is learned, the optimal policy can be constructed by
simply selecting the action with the highest value in each
state [13], [37].

1) State, Action, and Reward: Let the current state, action,
and reward of robot i be si , ai , ri , respectively, and the next
state and action of robot i be śi , ái , respectively. At each
moment, we have a partially observable environment. This
means that not all robots are able to see the predators, and
each robot only communicates with its neighbors to exchange
local information. We have the following models for the state,
action, and reward.
a) State: we assume that when the learning starts the state
is initialized. For each robot i , the state is defined as the number of the predators n p in the detection range R2 , the attacking
direction d kp , k = 1, . . . , n p , of the predators (east, west,
south, and north represented by numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4,
respectively), and the number of neighboring robots |Nia | in
its active range ra . As a result, we have si = [n p , d p , |Nia |]T ,
d p = [d kp ], k = 1, . . . , n p . For example, if two predators are in
the detection range of robot i , one attacks the robot from north,
and the other one attacks from south, and six neighboring
robots are in the active range of robot i , then the state for
robot i is [2, 4, 3, 6]T . If only six neighboring robots are in
the active range, and no predator is in the detection range of
robot i then the state for robot i is [0, 0, 6]T . If the robot i
performs the action, i.e., selecting one safe place, it will keep
moving until the state changes to a different state, śi = si . The
maximum number of states for each robot or the state list (Si )
depends on the number of the neighboring robots, predators,
and their attacking direction.
b) Action: we assume that the predators can come from
any direction with different paths. However, when they detect
the prey they try to move into the center of the prey network.
Therefore, the desired action of the prey is to move to one
of four safe places to escape. If we encode the four safe
places as numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4, we have the action list
for each robot Ai = [1, 2, 3, 4]. When the predators enter
the risk area, the robot will generate the repulsive force to
move away from them. Additional actions can be introduced
if needed. The illustration of this scenario is shown in Fig. 6.
The action, selecting one of the safe places, is generated
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Fig. 7.

Q-value collection based on the robot’s action/state and its neighboring actions/states.

in the reinforcement learning module. Then, this action is
implemented in the flocking controller (Fig. 3).
c) Reinforcement reward: the reinforcement reward signal changes in the experiments, depending on the input data
that is received. In α-lattice configuration (hexagonal lattice
configuration), a robot inside the network has six neighbors,
and the robot on the border of the network has one to five
neighbors. Our purpose is to maintain this network configuration, hence we define the reward as: if |Nia | < 6 then
ri = |Nia |, else ri = 6. This reward definition basically implies
that the maximum reward for each agent is six that corresponds
to the hexagonal lattice configuration of the network.
2) Independent Learning: For comparison purpose, we
implement an independent learning algorithm [13], in which
the robots ignore the actions and rewards of other robots,
and learn their strategies independently. Each robot stores and
updates an individual table, Q i , as follows:
Q k+1
(si , ai ) ⇐ Q ki (si , ai ) + α[rik + γ max Q ki (śi , ái )
i
−

ái ∈ Ai
k
Q i (si , ai )]

(6)

where α is a learning rate, γ is a discounting factor, ái is a
next action in the action list Ai , and śi is a next state in the
state list Si .
3) Cooperative Learning: In a cooperative fashion, we have
two phases. The first phase is Q-value update, and the second
one is action selection. In the first phase, we let each robot
collect its own Q-value based on its action/state and its
neighbor’s action/state. The idea of this collection is shown
in Fig. 7. In the second phase, the action selection is based
on the maximum Q-value approach [14], [38].
a) Q-value update: our purpose is to allow each
robot to aggregate the information of its neighbors via
the Q-value. Therefore each robot updates its Q-value
based on the following:
|Nia |

(si , ai )
Q k+1
i

⇐ wQ ki (si , ai ) + (1 − w)

Q kj (s j , a j )

(8)

j =1

where Q ki (si , ai ) is computed based on (6), and |Nia | is the
number of neighbors of robot i . w is the weight, and it is
designed as 0 ≤ w ≤ 1. We can clearly see that if w = 1, the
robot only updates its Q-value by itself (trusts itself only), and

this is exactly the independent learning algorithm as discussed
above (6). If w = 0 the robot updates its Q-value based on
its neighborhood Q-values only (trusts neighbors only).
b) Action selection strategy: usually the next action selection in reinforcement learning is based on the Boltzmann
action selection strategy [39] or the maximum Q-value
[14], [38]. Therefore, we can select the next action for the
learning algorithm as
ai ≡ max Q i (si , ai )
ai ∈Ai

(9)

where Q i (si , ai ) is computed via (8).
c) Cooperative learning algorithm summary: From (8),
we can see that the experiences of neighboring robots can be
incorporated into the Q-value of robot i through a weighted
linear combination of their state values, and this can be
observed in Fig. 7. In this manner, each robot can learn from
the previous experiences of its neighbors. For example, if
robot A detects the predator, it selects the safe place 1 to
escape. This action may cause the robot to break out of the
network and consequently gets the reward of 0 (no neighbor,
|Nia | = 0), it saves this experience into its state value. When
the same scenario occurs to robot B, and robot A is within
its neighborhood, robot B will have low tendency to choose
the same action to escape the predator because the experience
of robot A at the current state has been used to update the
current state of robot B. Therefore, robot B could learn faster
than the robots under the independent Q-learning approach.
Overall, the cooperative learning algorithm is summarized in
Algorithm 1.
C. Stop Criterion
The stop criterion of the cooperative learning Algorithm 1
is determined based on the network connectivity and topology, that is, the training will be terminated if the network
connectivity and topology do not change for certain time or
iterations.
We know that the link (connectivity) between robot i and
robot j is maintained if the distance 0 <  pi − p j  ≤ ra .
Otherwise this link is considered broken. A dynamic graph
G(V , E) is connected at iteration k if there exists a path
between any two vertices. Hence, to analyze the connectivity
of the network we define a connectivity matrix [ci j (k)] as
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Algorithm 2: Topology Evaluation Algorithm

and cii = 0. Since the rank of Laplacian of a connected graph
[ci j (k)] of order n is at most (n − 1) or rank([ci j (k)]) ≤
(n − 1), the relative connectivity of a network at time t is
defined as [11]
C(k) =

1
rank([ci j (k)]).
n−1

(11)

If 0 ≤ C(k) < 1 the network is broken, and if C(k) = 1 the
network is connected.
To evaluate the topology maintenance, we define a measure
T to reflect the change of the number of neighbors for each
robot. The topology of the network is evaluated based on
Algorithm 2.
From Algorithm 2, we see that if T (k) = 0, the topology of
the network does not change at this iteration, and if T (k) > 0,
the topology of the network changes.
V. C ONVERGENCE A NALYSIS
The convergence of the flocking control algorithm (4) is
already discussed in [15]. Basically, by applying the distributed
control protocol (4), the center of mass of positions, and
velocities of all agents in the network will exponentially
converge to the target. In addition, the formation of all mobile
agents will maintain in the process of the target tracking. This
statement was validated and shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, as
stated we just need to show the convergence of our proposed
cooperative learning Algorithm 1.
First, we evaluate the convergence of the proposed system based on the average values of the Q(s, a) of all
(si , ai ) − Q ki (si , ai ). The idea is to show the
Q i = Q k+1
i
Q-value of reinforcement learning converging to the optimal
Q ∗ -value defined by Bellman equation in the stochastic case
Q ∗ (s, a) = R(s, a) + γ max

P(ś|s, a)Q ∗ (ś, a)

a

(12)

ś

follows:


[ci j (k)] =

1,
0,

if j ∈ Nia (k), i = j
if j ∈
/ Nia (k), i = j

(10)

where R(s, a) is the reward for taking the action a giving the
highest expected return, and P(ś|s, a) is the state transition
probability.
(si , ai )) conWe should show that the expectation E(Q k+1
i
verges to the optimal value Q ∗ (s, a) as defined in (12).
However, for simplicity here we just show the deterministic
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case in which Q k+1
(si , ai ) converges to Q ∗ (s, a) defined as
i
Q ∗ (s, a) = R(s, a) + γ max Q ∗ (ś, a).

(13)

a

Hence, we can state that if the average of Q(s, a) goes
to zero the proposed system is stable. Recall that |Nia |
is the number of robots in robot i ’s local neighborhood,
and Q ki (śi , ái ) = max ái ∈ Ái Q ki (śi , ái ). Without losing the
generality, from Algorithm 1 a by selecting w = 1/2
|Ni ∪{i}| k
we have Q k+1
= 1/2 j =1
ζ j (si , ai ) and Q ki =
i
|Nia ∪{i}| k−1
ζ j (si , ai ). Then we have
1/2 j =1
Q ki (si , ai ) = Q k+1
(si , ai ) − Q ki (si , ai )
i
=

1
2

|Nia ∪{i}|
j =1

|Nia ∪{i}|

 1
ζ jk− (s j , a j )−ζ jk−1 (s j , a j ) −
2

j =1

× Q kj (si , a j ) + α r kj + γ Q kj (s ,j , a ,j )

− Q kj (s j , a j )
,
,
k−1
− α[r k−1
+γ Q k−1
j
j (s j , a j )− Q j (s j , a j )]

1
=
2

|Nia ∪{i}|
j =1



|Nia ∪{i}|
k−1 1 − α
r j +
Q k−1
j (s j , a j )
2
j =1
,
,
Q k−1
j (s j , a j ).

j =1

with s = [s1 , s2 , . . . , sn
⎡ a

]T

and a = [a1 , a2 , . . . , an

|N1 ∪{i}|

Q j (s j , a j ),
|Nna ∪{i}|

]T

|N2a ∪{i}|

j =1

Q j (s j , a j ), . . . ,

j =1
⎤T

Q j (s j , a j )⎦

j =1
|N1a ∪{i}|

⎡

|N2a ∪{i}|

Q j (ś j , á j ),
j =1
|Nna ∪{i}|

|Q j (ś j , á j ), . . . ,

j =1
⎤T

Q j (ś j , á j )⎦

with ś = [ś1 , ś2 , . . . , śn ]T and á = [á1 , á2 , . . . , án ]T
|N1a ∪{i}|

=⎣

|N2a ∪{i}|

r j (s j , a j ),
j =1

|Nna ∪{i}|

...

0

...

...

⎤
0

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
.
⎥
⎥
...
1 − α − αγ ⎦
2
n×n
0

Now, we can consider (16) as a standard feedback control
system ( Ẋ = AX + Bu), that is, the model of the system is
Q(s, a), and the control input is α, and R is the output signal
of the controller. Therefore, we can easily see that if all of the
roots of the characteristic equation of (16) have negative real
parts (16) is stable, or the vector Q(s, a) will converge to a
zero vector.
We have the characteristic equation
det(λI − B) = 0

(17)

λI − B
⎡
1 − α − αγ
0
λ−
⎢
2
1−α−αγ
⎢
0
λ−
⎢
2
=⎢
⎢
...
...
⎣
0
0

...
...
...
...

⎤
0

⎥
⎥
0
⎥
⎥ .
⎥
...
⎦
1 − α − αγ
λ−
2
nxn

From (17) we can obtain


1 − α − αγ n
λ−
= 0.
2

(18)

Since 0 < α < 1 and if we select γ > (1 − α/α), all roots
of (18): λ1 = λ2 = ... = λn < 0. Hence, we can conclude
that the proposed system (16) is stable, or the vector Q(s, a)
will converge to a zero vector.

⎤T

In this section, we test our distributed cooperative learning
Algorithm (Algorithm 1) and the distributed flocking control
algorithm (4) in both simulation and experiment. We compare
the proposed cooperative learning algorithm with the independent learning algorithm (6) in term of connectivity, topology,
convergence, action, and reward.

r j (s j , a j )⎦.

r j (s j , a j ), . . . ,
j =1

...

0
1 − α − αγ
2
...

VI. S IMULATION AND E XPERIMENT R ESULT

j =1

⎡

1 − α − αγ
0
⎢
2
⎢
⎢
0
B =⎢
⎢
⎢
...
⎣
0

(16)

here

Q(s, a) = [Q 1 (s1 , a1 ), Q 2 (s2 , a2 ), ..., Q n (sn , an )]T

R

where
⎡

(14)

We can expand (14) to n robots into space representation as
follows:
αγ
1−α
1
Q(ś, á) +
Q(s, a) (15)
Q(s, a) = R(s, a) −
α
2
2
where

Q(ś, á) = ⎣

Q̇(s, a) = BQ(s, a) + αR(s, a)

|Nia ∪{i}|

αγ
−
2

Q(s, a) = ⎣

on Algorithm 1 and a state differential equation (15), the
vector Q(s, a) will converge to a zero vector.
Proof: Since each learning robot will select the action
that holds the maximum Q-value we can write (15) into a
continuous fashion as

j =1

Proposition 1: Consider a system of n robots, that have
dynamics (1) and are controlled by the control law (4). Based

A. Simulation Results
In simulation, we test the proposed learning algorithm in
two cases: single predator and two predators.
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Fig. 8. Top: trajectory/position profile of 15 agents in the first learning
episode. The four green squares are the four safe places. The filled red circles
are the obstacles. The red trajectory is the position profile of the predator.
Bottom: velocity profile of 15 agents during the first learning episode.

1) Case 1 (Single Predator): In this simulation, we use
15 robots (prey), and four actions (four safe places to escape
predator). This results in 415 = 1 073 741 824 (≈1 billion)
possible joint actions.
In each learning episode, we randomly setup initial deployments of the prey, location of obstacles, as well as trajectory
and initial location of predators. The learning task is to find out
one of four optimal joint actions. The parameters of flocking
control are as follows: the desired distance among the prey
d = 16, the scaling factor kc = 1.2, the active range
ra = kc × d = 19.2, and the constant  = 0.1 for the σ -norm.
The parameters of the learning Algorithm 1 are as follows:
updated weight w = 0.5, learning rate α = 0.2, and discount
factor γ = 0.9.
Fig. 8 shows the result of trajectory and velocity profiles
of the prey network in the first training episode. It can be
seen that at the beginning (iteration 1–400) the prey have to
avoid obstacles, hence their velocity did not agree on the same
value as shown in Fig. 8 (bottom). After avoiding obstacles
the prey form a network of α lattice configuration, and their
velocities agree on the same value (iteration 400–800). When
the predator appears and attacks the prey network (iteration
800 to the end), each prey tries to escape by selecting its safe
place. At this moment, the prey increase velocity to escape
the predator, and since the prey’s behavior changes over time
the velocity does not match. This happens because the prey
do not have much learning experience, they fail to agree on
the same action. Hence, the network is broken.
In the second learning episode, which is not shown in this
paper, we observed that the learning result is better since more
than 50% of the prey agree on the same safe place. In the third
episode (Fig. 9), the learning converges and all the prey select
the same action and agree on the same velocity. Therefore,
the connectivity is maintained. We can see that even when the
trajectories of the predator change as well as the locations of
the obstacles change, the learning results still hold.
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Fig. 9. Top: trajectory/position profile of 15 agents in the third learning
episode. The four green squares are the four safe places. The filled red circles
are the obstacles. The red trajectory is the position profile of the predator.
Bottom: velocity profile of 15 agents during the third learning episode.

2) Case 2 (Two Predators): The results of this case are
shown in Figs. 10 and 11. Similar to Case 1, at the first
learning episode the robots do not have any experience, they
fail to agree on the same action (Fig. 10). After five learning
episodes, the learning converges and all the robots choose the
same action (Fig. 11). We can also see at the case that the
robot (prey) network reaches the safe place [Fig. 11(b)], and
the predator continues to attack the network, but the prey can
escape to the other safe place [Fig. 11(c)].
B. Experiment Results
In real experiments, we use eight Rovio robots [33] that
have omni-directional motion capability as shown in Fig. 12.
In this figure, seven Rovio robots are used as preys, and
one Rovio robot is used as a predator. To distinguish with
other prey robots the predator robot is marked by a yellow
cup mounted on it. Basically, these robots can freely move
in eight directions. The dynamic model of the Rovio robot
can be approximated by (1). However, the accuracy of the
localization of the Rovio robot is low, and the robot does
not have any sensing device to sense the pose (position and
velocity) of its neighbors, predator, and obstacles. Hence, we
use a VICON motion capture system [40] in our lab (Fig. 13)
that has 12 infrared cameras to track moving objects. This
tracking system can give the location and velocity of each
moving object with high accuracy.
Fig. 14 shows the experimental result of the first training
episode. Similar to the simulation results, since in the first
episode the robots do not have any experience of the behavior
of the predator, they failed to agree on the same action. Hence,
the network is broken. In the third episode as shown in Fig. 15,
the learning converges and all the robots choose the same
action (same safe place). Therefore, the topology and the
connectivity are maintained.
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Fig. 10. Snapshots of the proposed cooperative learning algorithm in the
first episode. (c) and (d) The four red/darker dots are the four safe places.
The empty red circles are the predators. The filled red circles are the
obstacles. (a) Robots are avoiding obstacles. (b) Robots are forming a network.
(c) Robots are avoiding predators, and did not agree to go to the same place.

Fig. 11. Snapshots of the proposed cooperative learning algorithm in the
fifth episode. (c) and (d) The four red/darker dots are the four safe places.
The empty red circles are the predator. The filled red circles are the obstacles.
(a) Robots are avoiding obstacles. (b) Robots are avoiding predators. (c) All
robots agreed on the same action to go to the same safe place to escape the
predator.

C. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the connectivity, topology, convergence, and reward performance of our proposed distributed
cooperative learning algorithm (Algorithm 1), then compare
with those of the independent learning algorithm (6).
1) Connectivity Evaluation: According to the network connectivity evaluation as defined in (11), from the result in
Fig. 16, we can see that for the cooperative learning algorithm,
the connectivity of the network is maintained after three training episodes, while for the independent learning algorithm, the
connectivity is not maintained even after 100 training episodes.
This means that the robots do not agree on the same action.
Note that in Fig. 16 (right), the connectivity is only lost from
iteration 1–400 because the prey have to avoid the obstacles.
After that the predator appears, and the preys can avoid it and
maintain the connectivity based on the proposed cooperative
learning algorithm. In contrast, the connectivity is lost using
the independent learning algorithm as shown in Fig. 16 (left).

Fig. 12. Seven Rovio prey robots and one Rovio predator robot (marked
with a yellow cup) are used in the experiment.

2) Topology Evaluation: According to the network topology
evaluation as presented in Algorithm 2, from the result in
Fig. 17, we can see that for our proposed cooperative learning
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Fig. 16. Connectivity evaluation for the independent learning algorithm (left)
and our proposed cooperative learning algorithm (right) at the third learning
episode. The capital C on the vertical axis is computed by (11).

Fig. 13.

Infrared cameras tracking system for experimental setup.

Fig. 17. Topology evaluation for the independent learning algorithm (left)
and our proposed cooperative learning algorithm (right). The capital T on the
vertical axis is computed by algorithm (2).

Fig. 18. Global reward evaluation for the independent learning algorithm
(left) and our proposed cooperative learning algorithm (right).

Fig. 14. Trajectories of seven Rovio robots and one predator in the first
learning episode. The green small squares are the safe places, and the filled
red squares are the obstacles.

Fig. 19. Convergence of Q-values for the independent learning algorithm
(left) and our proposed cooperative learning algorithm (right).

Fig. 15. Trajectories of seven Rovio robots and one predator in the third
learning episode. The green small squares are the safe places, and the filled
red squares are the obstacles.

algorithm, the topology of the network does not change after
three training episodes, while for the independent learning
algorithm, the topology changes in all training episodes. Note
that in Fig. 17 (right), the topology only changes when the

prey have to avoid the obstacles, and it is maintained when
they are avoiding the predator.
3) Reward
Evaluation: The global reward is computed as

R = ni=1 ri . From the result in Fig. 18 with our proposed
cooperative learning algorithm, we can obtain a maximum
global reward with a value of 62 after about 2000 iterations,
but with the independent learning algorithm the global reward
does not converge to a stable value.
4) Q-value and Action Evaluation: As stated in
Proposition 1, we can see that if the average of Q(s, a)
goes to zero the proposed system is stable. From the result of
average of Q(s, a) for 15 agents, as shown in Fig. 19, we
can see that for our proposed cooperative learning algorithm
the average of Q(s, a) goes to zero after 2000 iterations,
while for the independent learning algorithm, it does not
converge to zero.
Second, we show the action performance of all agents,
which is evaluated based on the encoded values for the agent
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Fig. 20. Action selection evaluation for the independent learning algorithm (left) and our proposed cooperative learning algorithm (right). A is computed in (19).

action selection. The total value of action is computed as
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